Cowell Stadium saw a
UNH victory last Saturday over Dartmouth football team with a final
score of 23- 7. See story
page 20.
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Bangah, a .B altimore
based band will perform
with local artists It Figures in the MUB PUB this
Saturday. See story page

13.
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'J, Storm fore es evacuation
.By Julie Barker
The threat of "Gloria" hitting
the seacoast region forced
twelve UNH dormitories to
evacuate or relocate as a safety
precaution early Friday morning, according to Scott Chesney,
interim director of Residential
Life. ·
"Among those making t he
decision about the evacuation
procedures were Dean of Student Affairs, ]. Gregg Sanborn,
Dave Flanders, director of Public Safety, and myself,'' ~a id
Chesney.
"We had decided at 10 a.m.
Friday, to evacuat~ the particular
dorms that presented a danger
to the structure and/or the
students," said Chesney. "The
storm information was projecting 'Gloria' ,to be here around
2 to 5 p.m., and we wanted to
move students before the rains
and winds came,·· he said.
According to Chesney, different dorms were evacuated for
Students squeezed themselves into corridors all over campus different reasons. Christensen
and Williamson had the top five
for the duration of the storm. (Edmund Mander photo)

Poor turnout at blood drive
By Jospeh Moreau
After a disappointing turn
out earl'ier last week, Jarry
Stearns pronounced September's blood drive at the
Memorial Union Building a
success.
Stearns, chairperson of the
Durham Red Cross, said they
had originally hoped to take in
1200 pints. But C01;1sidering
factors like Hurricane Gloria,
Stearns said, 'TH be very happy
no matter how much we get.
• Everybody has been terrific."
Figures Sunday afternoon
placed total blood collected at
·878 pints with 965 donating.
There were numerous reasons for the dip below original
intake goals, according to Blood
Drive Representatives. Hurricane Gloria cancelled Friday's
collection, the last officially
scheduled for the week. When
another collection was rescheduled for twelve to five p.m.
Sunday, Stearns said she feared
the abrupt change in dates
would not reach all those willing
to donate.
Also contributing to the shortage was the misunders tanding
about donating blood and AIDS.
Red Cross representatives
stressed there is absolutely no
risk o.f contracting AIDS by
donating blood. Needles are presterilized before arriving at
UNH and then incinerated in

Manchester after use.
Even regular donors are hesitant because of the hysteria
surrounding AIDS. Some who
know the facts about the disease
and donating blood are still
reluctant. "People have heard
so much about it that they

understand, but would rather
wait it out." said Alan Towne,
Administrator to Red Cross
Blood Services in N.H.
According to Stear'ns the
threat of contracting AIDS from
BLOOD, page 7

floors move down to lower
levels because of the height of
the towers. "We moved floors
three through eight of Stoke to
different parts of Area I, and
it worked out really well," said
Chesney. "Stanton House was
moved to Fairchild and Huddleston moved to Hetzel so the
students could be closer to the
professional staff."
"The mini dorms were evacuated for several reasons," said

Mary Faucher, the Special Interest Housing Coordinator in
the mini dorms~ "The mini' s are
in a low lying area and there was
a concern about flooding. We' re
also not as structurally sound
as the other brick buildings, and
there are also a lot of windows
which would - have made it
difficult to avoid any flying glass
if they broke," said Faucher.
KICKED OUT, page 6

Durham is spared
Gloria's wrath
By Francoise von Trapp
mostly of fallen trees. According
Although Hurricane Gloria to Ron Lavoie, public works,
left $47 million worth of dam- grounds, and roads leadworker, ·
age in her wake, damage to the Gloria downed 20 "good size"
Seacoast area was less than trees. He added that the children's playground behind Forest
predicted.
"We were hit hard, but not Park was demolished.
Lavoie said other than labor,
as .hard as we thought," said
Ellen O'Donnell, who heads the there was no major or costly
Seacoast Division of Public damage. He added they had been
set back about a week in grounds
Service of New Hampshire.
O'Donnell said throughout work. "It (the clean up) is going
the four districts in the seacoast, to take all week," he said.
The University had expected
42,000 customers lost power,
adding that the outages resulted a lot more damage, he said.
'.' Most of the stuff that fell
from 1500 seperate damage
didn't need to be standing
occurances.
By Friday, the number of ·anyway," he said.
The maple tree in front of
people without power was down
to 15,000, and by Monday three Thompson Hall was the first
of the four districts were back to go, said Lavoie, adding that
on line, O'Donnell said.
the tree was sick, and they
O'Donnell said it took longer probably would have replaced
to restore power to smaller it next summer anyway.
According to Lavoie, it was.
areas, adding that they give
priority to hospitals, and work fortunate that fallen trees
their way down to the least cleared power lines and buildings. "We were lucky," he said.
important areas.
At UNH, damage consisted

.Nick's juice bar
•
IS a real lemon

Fred Wilgram leans into the wind on Rye beach. (Guy
Brooksbank photo)

By John Hurney
pletely gone o-ut of his mind, .
Lack of interest has caused but at this moment in time it
Nick's to stop its Wednesday.'s is not feasible.
UNH students under the age
under twenty-one nights.
Mike Libby, manager of of twenty-one have their own
Nick's, said he felt one reason opinions on why the ll " ' 1 er
for the failure of the juict: bar twenty-one nightc c ' -'"'·
"I woulr1 - 0 v co them at all,
was because it was held on
because I can get a non-alcoholic
Wednesday nights.
Libby said under twenty-one drink in my fridge a lot cheaper
nig hts would pro bably work than at a bar," said Dave Wilbetter on a weekend night, but liams, UNH junior. "Also, I go
Nick's is not interested at this to bars to drink and get <if runk,
time in attempting this. Nick's not to dance. Why should I go
Paradise lounge is still very to a bar and pay those outragesuccesful despite the rise in the ous prices when I can go to
parties anywhere on campus and
drinking age.
Libby said the idea of an under
twe11ty-one night hasn't com- JUiCED, page 16
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·Hurricane Gloria: Just -another· exc_use to party
of some buildings, creating a . ruin the fall foliage season were remembered in the context of
their loss. And so, as the hurminor airborne hazard. Power for the most part not realized.
In evidence of the crass com- ricane and the rock classic
was lost on Main Street and
momentarily in some dorms. mercialism surrounding the "Gloria" that became its anthem
Similarly light damage was storm" a local radio station pass slowly into the minds of
reported throughtout the cam- began distributing "I Survived old-timers, Area II and the rest
pus. With no serious injuries Gloria" T-shirts. But there were of the campus can be thankful
or damage reported by Public those who did not survive the for being spared serious injury
Safety the only question for storm and the lighthearted and property destruction while
students was how they occupied manner with which the U niver- being given a long, if somewhat
ity rnped with the hurricane was duller than expected weekend.
Friday's time.
Many went home or to a
friend's house off campus. Of
the forty-four residents evacualted from Huddleston Hall,
only eight remained at the
official relocation area at Hetzel
Hall. Apparently responding
to the University's plea to
remain calm, many students
slept the day away. Others
played Trivial Pursuit and other
similar time consuming games.
Hardy souls entertained themsselves with tennis and football
as the wind and rain a pproached. Many attended end
of the world type parties that
sprang up about campus. Even
these people created no serious
disturbances. "Students were
great," said Major Roger Beaudoin, Associate Director of
Public Safety.
Hurricane Gloria itself received much less favorable
reviews. Many residents found
it about as exciting as leftover
fried trout at Huddleston Hall.
On a scale of one to five Gloria
was pegged a class five hurricane
The hurricane was anything but welcome for the trees reflected by meterologist. On an informal This tree in fi:ont of Thompson Hall was one of Gloria's first
in the glass of this door. (Cindy Rich photo)
scale of one to ten, one Gibbs victims in Durham. (Sanjay Jain photo)
resident rated it a zero. "It was
,
wicked boring," she added.
As the weekend progressed
1-ife began settling back to
normal at UNH. A warm, Indian summer sun evaporated
the last liquid traces of Gloria
Saturday as students who left
campus returned to their residence h'a lls. Avante garde
masses of masking tape which
·were hastily applied to windows
about the campus were taken
down. Small branches and other
debris were removed from walkways and streets. Larger trees
toppled by the high winds were
cut and removed by road crews.
Individuals who removed fallen
trees from campus property
were stopped and questioned
by Public Safety personnel.
Overall, most healthy trees
ec,tsily weathered the storm.
When asked how many trees
were downed and how much
damage he thought had been
done a man removing wood
from the lawn of Thompson
Trees were toppled on all sides of Stoke Hall. (Edmund Mander Hall said there was some but,
"not as much as I expected." Residents found some imaginative ways to tape their windows.
photo)
Fears that the wind would rip (E~dmund Mander photo>all the leaves from the trees and
By Joseph Moreau
As Hurricane Gloria hurtled
its way up the East Coast and
into New England the emotions
of Area II residents could be
summed up in the words of one
Huddleston Hall evacuee, 'Tm
bored."
After all the fntense preparation and hype in the Durham
area it was possible ~hat people

were overprepared. Damage
was lighter than expected in
Area II. Wind toppled one tree
near the side entrance to Hetzel
Hall. Another tree in front of
Gibbs Hall had to be taken down
Friday morning after vandals
allegedly chopped into it so a
light ·wind would send it into
the residence hall. High winds
ripped shingles from the roofs

NEWS ·IN BRIEF
New Routes for Shuttle

Durham residents make
the best of Gloria

The campus shuttle system is experiencing
growing pains, and as a result, the Campus Transit
Authority (CT A) is working on new routes and
stops for the Campus Shuttle.
Although the changes will not be definite until
the end of this week, Kari-Van Supervisor Ray Roy
.s aid a map of the new routes is being printed up
and will be mailed directly to students.
Roy also said ridership on the shuttle is up with
as many as 3 50 to 3 75 students a day last week.
The CT A will meet Thursday to finalize the changes.

Several families on the small neighborhood road
of Adams Circle made the best of Hurricane Gloria
by throwing a weekend long eadng extra':aganz~.
The families elected to eat all the food rn their
refrigerators to prevent it from going bad as a result
of power outages.
Grills and gas stoves were gathered on o~e ~f
the families' front lawns for the weekend picnic
which included such delicacies as barbecued chicken,
pizza and boiled spinach.

. ._, .

,

.

Chase ends in Dover
Four Massachusetts youths are still in the custody
of the Dover Police Department after being chased
by various police departments through five towns
and two states.
The juveniles reportedly stole a 1985 Monte Carlo
in Revere, Massachusetts and were chased up the
Spaulding Turnpike after police attempted to stop
them from speeding.
The youths were apprehended in a Dover swamp
after they had been tracked by a canine unit.
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Improvements in Hood House
By Jon Kinson
Plans for a new health facilitv
at the universit}'.' were dro_p_ped
lower on UNH's priority list.
As a result, Hood House underwent major renovations last
summer.
"(The new health facility) fell
through the cracks. It went from
number three on the hit list to
number system. So UNH took
steps to upgrade Hood House
and that was done," said Dr.
Peter Patterson, director of
Health Services.
Hood House was built in 1932
and according to Patterson is
being upgraded to today's standards. "It is an ongoing process,"
,
he said.
According to Assistant Director for Administration and
Plannii:ig of UNH's Health
~~Bl~i~l@E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Services, Dave Regan, many
, , , ,; ;:,:;:; : : : ;:;: :,: : : • aspects of this upgrading have
lfil~~~~~~~l~~~~llilt~•~:l~~l~~~~~~~i~I already been completed. The
improvements Regan cited are:
•The elevator room used for
storage had to be cleaned up or

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~1~~:~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~11

the state would not allow the

11
to be used.
was remodelled
•The basement
1:'::Mi\IJ~\~~lli\ll]t\ltlllii1iill\\j\fil~mlf:ij:iW.i\t';,l.:\\\\\,~l~~IJl:l1~f.Ji~t\~[I~ll~l~~~~~~fJ~tl!l!\[I elevator
and the laboratory was relocated.
•A private area for counselling
:E:J:Itt:rn;:mw;m:t&illDt::mlFmif:eiHilBIDEM{I was built last March.
•The hot water system was
:I:II~EIBJl::it::lf:IffWII '''::;!;1!:''''~~rr:w~t:<r:~::.,~rn~~~:::•

IEIMEIW.:~rn'lfrttnmtnmrn@f:ff.f:f:l'!WJ:::t:rnr:::1

fixed. The water temperature
used to exceed 150 degrees
which tended to burn people.
Now_the water temperature is
about 120-130 degrees.
•Asbestos was removed from
the basement.
•The elevators were fixed so
they stopped level on the floors,
to avoid problems for wheelchair patients.
·•More emergency lights were
installed.
•Locks on bathroom doors were
adjusted so they could be locked
and unlocked from either side.
•An isolation patients' bathroom was set aside. This is
normally used as a public bathroom but will be closed off
when needed.
•More showers were installed.
There were no showers on the
first floor and now showers have
been installed in the wards.
•A bathroom was made accessible for wheelchair patients.
Renovations on Hood House
have not been completed, according to Regan. Currently a
new computer system is being
installed. It will make things
much easier for everyone involved. The system will include
eight VDT's (Visual Display
Terminal) scattered throughout

Hood House. The system will
occupy less space than the
paper-file system.
Hand railing are expected to
go up soon on some of the
stairways. The new phone system which is being set up
throughout the campus will
bring better commu-nications
to Hood House, said Regan.
Todd Molesky, a senior business major said, "I was there
the other day and I didn't notice
anything." He was at Hood'
House to use the Cold CHnic.
In response to his comment,
Regan said, "(The improvements) are not all visible. Particularly to a single person who
comes in." He added that there
are many changes that someone
will not notice if they do not
frequent Hood House. "If you
had not used the laboratory
before you probably would not
have noticed a change."
There are still renovations
that will never be accomplished
unless a new facility is built.
According to Patterson there
are structural problems that can
never be solved.
Regan had only high praise
for the buildin_g saying that it
was one of the most structurally
sound buildings on campus.

New phones are on the way

By W. Glenn Stevens
A Campus Gay Alliance Showcase depicting men and women
in a non-trad1"t1"onal 11"ght was
smashed to pieces in the MUB
last Friday by an unknown
number of persons.
The V ·andali"sm reportedly
, took place at 5:00 p.m. according
to MUB officials.
"It was particularly upsetting
to me because we go through
a hurricane with no damage and
then a couple of people do this,"
said MUB Director, Jeff Onore.
"It's the combi·natt"on of the
vandalism of public property
coupled with the attack on a
group of people that makes this
dl.stress1·ng," Onore added.
According to Onore the vandais used the top of a trash can
to smash the plate glass window.
Campus Gay Alliance Co_

President Lenny G~ldstein said
"My first reaction to this was
anger."
·
· 1 pteTh.e most controversta
ture 10 the showcase depicted
two men in a dance pose together. "I knew the showcase would
cause some controversy, ,, sat.d
Goldstein adding "it was not
pornography."
"The idea that it was violent
is distressing," said Goldstein.
'Tm just wondering what kind
of~ message these people are
trymg to get across," said Gold· ·s not a sh ow
· 1y 1t
· "Ob v10us
stem.
of freedom of acceptance."
When asked whether another
Gay-Alliance showcase will be
· up o nare sat·d .. abso1ute1y,
gomg
the next one available." Onore
said he did not know how much
it would cost to replace the
showcase.

By Michelle Bolduc
The number of women engineers in the work place has
increased more than 200% since
1972. During that same time
the number of male engineers
has only increased 40%. However, admissions for female
engineers are going down.
"The enrollment for women
is leveling off here at UNH, as
it is natio~ally, because more
students are majoring in the
humanities and the-fiberal arts
Today that is the hot major and
there is a tendency to follow
what is hot," said Otis Sproul,
Dean of the· College of Engineering and Physical Sciences.

"Engineering was hot fourfive years ago," Sproul said.
He said that eight to nine
years ago, there was a big
publicity campaign sponsored
with federal government money
to encourage women and minorities into non-traditional
areas of study (engineering is
a non-traditional area.)
~ut today little money and
effort is being organized into
such a program.
"Over 56% of women engineers are under 30, and nearly
85% are under 40 while slightly
over 16 % of male engineers are

Women engineering
enrollment stable

ENGINEER, page 8

By Leonard E. Dodge
pressed enthusiasm about the
On October 11, at 6:00 p.m., new telephone system. "I think
the American Telephone and it's a good idea; and I'm happy
Telegraph Corporatfon the University is stepping up
(AT&T) will reach out and the phone service," said Janine
Long, a senior from Devine.
touch UNH.
The new $3.5 million tele- 'Tm even happy about the tan
communications sy~tem has color, since it will match the
been under construction since walls, better than the black,"
Feb. 11, 1985, in a joint venture said Long.
However, not all students are
undertaken by UNH's Telecommunications Office and AT&T. happy with the new telecomThe new system will be cost munications system. Members
efficier_it and worth the expense, of the Greek System expressed
accordmg to the UNH Telecom- anger about the system excludmunications Office. The office ing the fraternity and sorority
estimates that the University houses.
Currently, the Greek houses
will save the $70,000 per month
it now pays to AT&T and New have _the black "on-campus"
England Telephone for equip- telephones. However, when the
new system goes into effect, the
ment and line rentals.
'Tm confident in the new Greek's "on-campus" telephone
system," said Ted Ames, UNH system will be disconnected,
director of telecommunications. leaving only the pay-telephones.
"It is not very fair, and I think
Currently, the black campus
silly. The University is
it's
phones can only call on-campus
numbers, and cannot receive leaving us without an onincoming long-distance calls. campus phone," said Jennifer
H
owever, with the new system, Brainard, a sister at Alpha Xi
the new campus telephones will Delta sorority.
"It is ~eally inconvenient for
receive off-campus calls, but will
still prohibit students from 42 residents of Alpha Xi Delta
dialing off-campus numbers.
to have to use only one phone,"
she said.
On-campus students ex-

"It is poor, because now only
one pay phone is available
instead of the pay phone and
three on-campus phones," said
Doug LaChance, Acacia brother
and chairman of the Student
Senate Financial Affairs and
Administration Council. "The
concensus at Acacia is that the
brothers do not like it. It leaves
the 48 brothers with one phone
·
now," he said.
One brother speculated that .
cost is the reason for the exclusion of the Greek houses from
the new telephone system. "If
each house wanted to have the
system installed, the house
would have to pay for the costs,"
said Jay Ablondi, Sigma Beta
brother and chairman of the
Student Senate Students for tht:
University Council,
Although the telephones allow incoming long-distance
calls, they will not be able to
receive collect calls, credit calls
and third party billing calls.
According to Charles Pearson, assistant director of Tel~c?mmunications, "Basically,
tt 1s a state of the art computer
system, that includes additional
features and is much more
sophisticated."

The new $3.5 million campus telephone syste~ will go into ~peration in early October. (Kim
Lodge photo)
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UNH will hold college fair
By Tom Rooney

A full house is expected
tomorrow and Thursday as
UNH .hosts 'this year's College
Fair in the Field House. More
than 200 colleges and U niversities will be represented to aid
high school students in their
search for the right school.
According to Lindsay Edmands,. Assistant Director of .
Admissions at UNH, about
2000 parents, high school seniors and counselors are expected to attend and receive information about schools. Edmands
has spent the past two days
visiting the area's high schools
and explaining what the fair has
to offer.
A wide variety of representatives from schools across the
nation, including art and technical schools, will be available
to answer questions pertaining
to every aspect of the scho91.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1

The fair will run from 7 p.m.
Students interested in transferring are welcome to browse the to 9 p.m. tomorrow night and
fair, though it is geared more then from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
toward high school seniors, said on Thursday morning. Buses
Jim Washington, also Assistant from high schools in the region
will arrive on Thursday's sesDirector of Admissions.
The entire admissions staff sion, making it the more active
from UNH will relocate to the of the two, Washington said.
After Thursday's fair the
Field House for the event. "The
affair is usually very busy and representatives will pack up and
well attended," said Washing- move to St. Anselm's College
ton, adding th~t the majority in Manchester. The fair will set
of the staff will be there to up then for another session
answer question.s. The admis- ·starting at 7. The fair is spon- ·
sions office at Thompson Hall sored by the New England
will remain open on Thursday association of College Admiswith a minimum crew.
sions Counselors.
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TASK TIP OF THE DAY

*

Carefully read the summary and questions written at the beginning :
or end of a chapter before starting to read the entire chapter. These
tell you what information is most important and can be highlighted Jt
while reading.
~
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•

•Get a Head Start on your Research Paper
• at .T ASk's Three-Part Minicourse

12:30 - 2:00
All Workshops held at Dimond Library
Forum Room, Floor C
For more information call T ASk, 862-3698

.

•
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~
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Electronically Typed
· $I 7.50 in~ludes
Typing, Selection of Paper

an~

Envelopes

Plus
25 copies* 25 envelopes* 25 extra sheets of paper

(Changes easily made with our 30 ~ay memory storage.)
. Open Moi:iday - F.dday 8:30-5:30

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Greek Tagedy, Gilbert
B. Davenport, Theater and Communication .. Room 216,
Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY: Women vs. Dartmouth, 3 p.m.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES: "Miracle in Milan."
Room 303,James, 3:30 p.m. $1 admission.
WRITERS SERIES: Martha Barron Barrett, novelist and
. journalist, will read. Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2
SOCCER: Men vs. Providence, 3 p.m. ·
TENNIS: Men vs. Boston University, 3:30 p.m.
SOCCER: Women vs. Yale, 3:30 p.m.
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM SERIES: "Miracle in Milan."
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1 admission.

THRUSDAY,OCTOBER3
Last day to withdraw and qualify for 1/2 tuition refund.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Autumn Stanley,
Center for Research on Women, Stanford University. "A
Rose !>Y Any Other Name: Omissions and Dysclassification
in a Nineteenth Century List of Women Patentees."
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30 to
2p.m.
TENNIS: Women vs. Tufts, 3:30 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Over The Edge." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students $2.

Part 1 - "Defining a Topic & Developing a Thesis Statement" ·
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
12:30 - 2:00
Part 2 - "Accessing Information in the Library"
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Part 3 - "Organizing and Writing"
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3
12:30 - 2:00
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•
:

SCOPE CONCERT: George Carlin Comedy, UNH Field House, . ·
8 p.m. Students $10, General $13 .
MUB PUB: MUSO Presents Now Sound Express, MUB PUB,
8p.m .

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4
FRIDAYS AT NOON: University Theater workshops and ·
informa.tion sessions on theater for students, faculty and .
· staff. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, noon to 1 p.m.
'MUB PUB: MUSO Presents WUNH 91.3 Night, MUB PUB,
. 8p.m.
·
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in RoQ.m
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday .• Friday 10 am · 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
respo'nsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshif'e,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by ]011rnal Trib11ne Biddeford, Maine.

·Durham Copy
Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H. • 868-7031

M.U.S.0. FILM SERIES
PRESENTS...

OVER THE EDGE

Suggested Retail
Low outlet price

Thursday, Octobe~ 3rd, 1985
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
in the MUB Strafford Room
Students $1.00 Non-students $2.00
This powerful film centers on a teenager. whose parents move
into a prosperous community looking for good schools and
.respectable friends. What they find Is a group of bored, wealthy
and rebellious delinquents.. The ftlm builds to a startling conclusion .
.Starring the young Matt Diiion.

99.88
Also: l~mps, pictures, bookcases, den furniture,
computer furniture, desks, bentwood ro~kers

•

~
Furniture Outlet
economcs .=:.,.,"":"'9""""
·
(Also entrance from Woodbury AWi. opposite Morsholl's Moll)

t .. (MJ) 4Jl·IM2
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ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

FOOSBAtL DOUBLES AND SINGLES: Sponsored
by Games Room/Student Activities. Open to all
students, faculty, staff and area residents. Wednesday, October 2, Games Room, Memorial Union:
. 7 p.m. S1 per person. Sign up in Games Room.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
KAFFEESTUNDE: Sponsored by German Club.
Meeting every Tuesday, for German conversation.
All levels welcome and encouraged. Tutoring
available. Tuesday, October 1, German Lounge,
Murkland, 12:30 p.m.
VETERINARY MEDICINE CAREER INFORMATION: Sponsored by Pre Vet/ Animal Science
Department. Marcia Sawyer, Admission rep. from
Cornell University, N.Y. State College of Veterninary Medicine will speak to students interested
in pursuing careers in veterinary medicine. Prevet students and other majors encouraged to attend.
Tuesday, October 1, Room 202, Kendall, 5 p.m.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM ORGANIZATION AL/INFORMATION AL MEETING: Tuedsay, October 1, Durham Room, Memorial
Union, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE OUTREACH COMMITTEE MEETING: To reach a concensus about
outreach co-ordinators to work on steering
committee. Tuesday, October 1, Philip Hate Room,
Paul Arts, 7 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE MEETING: This will
be a nuts and bolts sort of meeting folks! Topics
will include: fundraising, speakers, movies, etc.
Bring energy and ideas. Tuesday, October 1, Philip
Hale Room, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m.
JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEETING: For new members. Wednesday, October 2,
Room 308, McConnell, 7 p.m.
UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Wednesdays, Memorial
Union, 7 to 11 p.m.
CATHOLICSTUDENTORGANIZ ATION MEETING: Anyone "interested in helping to serve the
Catholic community in Durham and UNH is
welcome. Wednesday, October 2, Catholic Student
Center, 8 p.m.
THE GLOBAL BRAIN: Sponsored by UNH Bahai
Club. Speculations on the Evolutionary Leaf to
Planetary Consciousness. Thursday, October 3,
Forum Room, Library, 7:30 p.m.
MUSLIM STUDENTS' ORGANIZATION FRIDAY PRAYER: Fridays, Carrol Room, Memorial
Union, 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM PLANNING
MEETING: Open to all those interested in planning
and presenting the Women's History Program
in March 1986. Friday, October 4, Senate Room,
Memorial Union., 2 to 4 p.m.
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS: Sponsored by
Animal Science Department and Horseman's Club.
Saturday, October 5 and Sunday, October 6, Light
Horse Center, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Recognized by the
US CT.A.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB TRIP:
Combination Ropes Course - Hiking Trip, October
5 & 6. Sign up in Room 129, NHOC Office,
Memorial Union.
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB AND TEAM
TRAINING OKA): Training daily for anyone
interested. Instruction given, beginner through
advanced..Call 862-2031 for more information.

---KICKE D O U T - - WOMEN'S WHEELS: Sponsored by Fireside
Experience Program. An exciting cycling trip for
women. No experience necessary. Open to all UNH
female students, faculty and staff. October 18-20.
Contact Carol Ober at Dean of Students Office for
more information and to sign up. Fee is $25.00

CAREER
WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN ANIMAL
SCIENCE?: Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Presentation will cover academic
requirements in the Animal Science major and
career possibilities upon graduation. '.f'hu'rs~ay,
October 3, Merrimack Room, Memorial U mon,
noon to 1 p.m.

HEALTH
COUNSELING: Sponsored by Health Services Health Education Center. Availability of one to
one counseling with a supervised counseling
education intern from the Graduate Program in
Counseling, Department of Education. For women
interested in exploring the emotional aspects of
women's health issues such as weight, relationships,
dependence/ independence, situational stress. ·Every
Wednesday, Health Education Center, 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. Call 862-3823 for appointment.
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING: Join us for our
first formal meeting with Sylvia Marple, R.D.
speaking on her experiences in the field of nutrition
Thursday October 3, Room 18, Ha~ilton Smith,
1to2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - OPEN DISCUSSION: Every Wednesday, Wolf House, noon.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS - SUPPORT GROUP: Thursdays, Underwood House,
7 p.m.

(continued from page 1)

"It was a strong community
builder. People worked together
to stop boredom, and had fun
playing games. It was nice to
see Hubbard interact with the
mini dorms," said Sharon Simons, a Residen~ Assistant in
Hubbard.

"I think we were dealing with
a group of people who hadn't
dealt with a hurricane before.
Students helped out a great deal,
and we were fortunate the storm
wasn't worse," said Sanborn.
"I think overall things went
really well, a·nd we can thank
the students for their help."

"The amount of planning was
incredible, and that people could
come together at such quick
notice was really unbelievable.
Dining Services was particularly
cooperative with the evacuation," said Chesney.

CUSTOM

T-SH~RT

PRINTING

Businesses, clubs, organizations
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

· COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. _All_ co~rses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise mdteated.
BEGINNING 1032 (VMS)-1,2: System 1032 .is
a data base management program availabe under
VAX/VMS. Participants are taught to store and
update records in a computer file and to produce
simple reports from this data. Prerequisites:
Beginning VAX/VMS and Beginning EDT. Monday, October 7 and Wednesday, October 9 from
2 ~to 4 p.m ..Fee is $6.

"We didn't have lunches
prepared, and students had to
do ~hat they could with what
we had to offer," said Roger
Chase, relief manager at Philbook. "Basically all we did was
provide students with bags to
remove food from the dining
halls because we were notified
that we probably would not be
open that night for dinner," he
said.

"Hall House and Sackett were
evacuated to Christensen. Mars ton and Eaton House were
mo~ed to Williamson, and
Woodruff and Richardson went
to Hubbard," she added.

N.H. PRINTWORKS
3131 Lafayette Road

603-431-8319

Ponsmouth, N.H. 03801

Give YOUR memory P.h ofos

GENERAL
NON-TRADITION AL STUDENT PROGRAM
OPEN HOUSE: Refreshments served. Tuesday,
October 1, Underwood House, 17 Rosemary Lane,
4 to 6 p.m. Call 862-3647, to reserve child care.

THE BEST

NON-TRADITION AL STUDENT PROGRAM
BAG LUNCH: Bring a lunch and get to know other
non-traditional students. Wednesdays, 17 Rosemary
Lane, Underwood House, noon to 2 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STUDENT BABYSITTING LIST: The Commuter/Transfer Center maintains a list of students
who want to babysit in their free time. If you are
in need of a babysitter or want to babysit, stop
by or call the Center, Room 136, Memorial Union,
862-3612, Mon. - Thurs. 8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. and
Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

•

PHOTO

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

at

U.N.H. - SOUTH AFRICA

-

·T OWN and .

--CAMP US
Many of us are concerned. We feel that the Univerity System should
divest completely of all stoc.ks in companies that support, however
subtly, the tragic oppression in South Africa. We are eager to build
a network connecting the many people who would take pride in such
a change in university policy.

FAST SERVICE!
HIGHQU~LITY!! _
.

If you agree, if you feel that the University System should divest now,
completely, please send your name and address to Box 905, Durham,
N.H. 03824. We will be in touch, and we sincerely thank you.

.

..

LOW P_R ICES!!!
on. film . and- photofinishing
'
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*Special Rates
Available for Students.
Free Pickup and Delivery
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Call Brenda at Seacoast
Secretarial Services~

430-9580.
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AN INFORMATION SESSION FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
WILL BE HELD:

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3- AT 12:30 p.m.,
CARROLL ROOM, MEMORIAL UNIC~N
BUILDING.

Let us do the cooking!
"

"

Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-2688
Breakfast Special
Apple Cinnamon pancakes
with butter and syrup

~~rved

$1.70

Luncheon Special
Our Own Monte Crust: Steaming hot ham, turkey, and swiss
cheese wrapped in Texas
l<renc_h_Toast

$2.50

Dinner Special
Fried Haddock Dinner with
mashed potato, tossed salad,
and roll.

$3.60

Tuesday, Oct.1
Shish Kabob w I Rice
Veggie Cheese Puffs
Chicken Spinach Soup
Potato Leek Soup
Rice
Sauted Zucchini
Frozen Strawberry Scuffle

Wednesday, Oct. 2
Roast Pork w I Apple Gravy
Broccoli Quiche
Fish Chowder
Vegetable Soup
Glazed Carrots
Roasted Potatoes
Fresh Blueberry Pie

Thursday, Oct. 3
London Broil w I Roasted Potato
Vegetable Lasagna
Mushrooms, Peppers, Onions
Cauliflower Au Gratin
Chicken Noodle Soup
Cream of Broccoli Soup
. Cream Puffs

2.1 o
1.95
1 .00
1.1 o
.50
.50
.95
2.20
1.25
1 .25
.85
.45
~50

1.00
2.25
2.00
.60
.80
.85
.90
1 .00

Friday, Oct. 4
Pizza
Green Beans
Veggie Medley
Vegetable Soup
Peach Crepes

Monday, Oct. 7

A egree
•
a caring.

IMPROVE GRADES
Professionally Typed Paper
Get Results

w

EXCHANGE IN ENGLAND

(continued from page 1)
receivit1g blood is very small.
A 11 potential donors are
screened and those in high risk
categories for AIDS are deferred
from donating. "We have never
had a case of AIDS from transfusions in this area," she said.
Lack of concern is also a
problem with donations.
"There's an awful lot of apathy,"
said Thelma Foy, an RN who
worked at the drive.
This apathy is particularly
evident in September as new
students are busy adjusting to
life at UNH, she said adding
others decline to donate, using
colds, hangovers and physical
training for campus sports as
excuses.
Despite any present problems, Jarry Stearns was very
optimistic about the drive.
"UNH has been a consistent
leader in donations,"she said.
By population percentage the
campus donates even more than
such metropolitan areas such
as Manchester.
Many groups contribute to
the success. According to
Stearns, representatives of the
media, such as WUNH, The
New Hampshire, The Commuter Advocatct, and STVN helped
inform the public about the
drive. WUNH broadcasted live
during Sunday's drive at the
Memorial Union Building. Records, posters, T-shirts and
tickets to George Carlin's concert were given away.
"We're giving away things
to get more people." said Robert
Piehler, General Manager of
WUNH. Piehler said he feared
that since Sunday's drive was
hastily arranged fewer people
would come.
Morale at Sunday's drive was
high. Many first time donors
were present. Other consistent
donors, such as fraternitites,
sororitites and local civic groups
made appearances. Jeff Akeson,
a brother of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity gave his seventh pint.
He said, "80 to 90 percent of
our fraternity is working here
or giving blood. The trick to
giving blood is giving blood in
groups."
As of Sunday night, the leaders in blood donation among the
fraternities were Phi Kappa
Theta at 31 pints, Lamda Chi
Alpha at 19 pints and Sigma Phi
Epsilon at 15 pints. Numerous
other groups contributed both
their time and blood.
This was the thirty-fifth
annual fall blood drive in Durham sponsored by the Red
Cross.Jarry Stearns has been
with the program from the
beginning and says she is still
very impressed with the effort
students put into these drives.
Monday the Bloodmobile travelled to Keene and from there
to other areas in New Hampshire and Vermont. It will
return again to the campus in
December, February, April and
July. Stearns said the Red Cross
schedules these vistis months
apart so their regual donors here
in Durham are able to contribute
to _each one.

w
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BOSTON
BOuvE

,., For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals-Northeastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:
Master of Education
• Counseling
•Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education
Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology
·
Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available.

For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston0Nortmas~m LinMrslty Bouve College at the address below.
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Profess!ons
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntiogt_ortA~.• Bo t n _MA 021.1 S
0

N·ortheastern University is ari equal opportunity/affirmative action educational institution and employer. ·

Tuna Tettrazini
Double-Day Stuffed Shells
Minestrone Soup
Cheddar Cheese Soup
Cauliflower Parmesan
Broccoli in Sour Cream
Peach-A-Berry Cobbler

1.75
1.50
.75
.90
.70
.75
.85

CAFETERIA
You no longer have to wait until
Sunday morning for PANCAKES & SAUSAGE.
This all ~ime favorite is served with
juice ancJ coffee for $1.75 every Tuesday.

Pistachio's
Try our delicious Brownie Sundae with
your choice of ice cream and hot sauce.
Only $1.45
M-F 11 am-11 pm
Weekends 1 2 pm-11 pm

Night Grill
What's so special about chicken at
the Night Grill? 1I4 lb. Fried Chicken
strips, fries and coleslaw for $1.95
M-R 3:00-7:30 m

MUB Pub
Thursday, Oct. 3 - Now Sound Express
Friday, Oct. 4 - WUNH ·91.3 Night
Saturday, Oct. 5 ·- Bangah
Sunday, Oct. 6 - Boston Comedy Company
Doors open at. 8:QO
Positive ID/UNH TD required
Admission 18 and u

Games Room
Campus Tournament
Foosball (Singles & Doubles) Oct. 2, 7 p.m.
Entry Fee: $1
AU tournaments are open to both men & women
. ,. . Tro h~es. will .b.e. awarded .to all .to.umament .winner:s
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Part time work
$8.00 p~r hr.

BIGBUCK$l
e
•

e

Experienced
Cocktail Per sons
Big Bucks!
Weekend Nights
See Mark at the Speakeasy·
Route #1 Portsmouth
Thursday~Sunday evenings

(continued from page 3)

Hard physical work
loading and unloading packages
up to 70 lbs.
Must be in excellent physical shape

Hours available
Mon - Fri.

(fJjll(itijji

-ENGINEER-

4:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.
5:15 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Please bring a pen, addresses and
phone numbers of previous employers.
Must have a phone and a car.
Apply at:

United Parcel Service
Dover Industrial Park
Dover, NH
Tues., Oct. 1 at 3 p.m.
EOEM/F

under 30 and only 46% are less
than 40 years old," Engineering
Manpower Bulletin said.
So in the next 3-4 years an
increase in working female
engineers is expected.
At UNH women account for
17 % of the total number of
engineering majors, with most
enrolled in the Mechanical
Engineering program, followed
by Electrical, Civil and Chemical,
studies of semester I for 19841985 show.
But while the number of
females entering engineering
majors is slowing down, the
number of female engineers
entering the workplace is increasing.
Half the female engineers are
still in school, said Sproul, but
the number of engineers in the
workplace is growing because
large numbers of female engineers are still being educated
while only a small number of
female engineers are actually
out there working.

,A:

--SEA--(continued from page 3)
Westward cruise. Kane said he
look forward to talking with
UNH students about the SEA
program, which has received
praise from past participants.
"It was the first chance to take
a technique learned in a classroom and use it immediately that was new," said Amy Heart
who took part in the program.
She added that she would definitely encourage it to other
students.

Kane is passionate supporter
of the program and speaks
warmly of the praise it has
receive from students.

"I don't know of students who
have had any negative experience with the program," he
said.
"Taking advantage of the
SEA program," said Kane, "is
an enriching experience and a
uniqu.~ opportunity for students.

Immediate
Openings

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
A powerful comhinatiun.
If there's one thing business calculations, amortizations
Think husiness. With
students have always needed, and balloon payments.
the BA,) 5 Student
this is it: an affordable, husi,
The BA,35 means you
ness,oriented calculator.
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
The Texas Instruments
and more time learning. One
BA,35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
Analyst.
of many.
Its built,in busi11ess
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating usdul products
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
and sen·iu:s for you.
complicated finance,
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Busine.~s
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lotof time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get the most out
like present and future value of calculator and classroom .

-+

... in our Men's Department.
Hours are flexible and can be
arranged: days, evenings, ·
and weekends.
Apply at:
Red's Shoe Barn, NH's .
largest shoe store.
Ask for Dave Whitehouse
742-1893.
On the Kari-Van Route.

.,f;,s.

TEXAS.

...L-........~~~~~~~::::-:~:-:-:=~=~~~::::::.~~~~

Bulimia and
Singeing
Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen J. Little M. Ed
603-430-8881
Sepcialized treatment of
Eating Disorders
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Editorial
Adm inist rativ e exce llen ce
Fortunately, Hurricane Gloria fell short
of New Hampshire' s expectations last
Friday. Few people in this s~ate were hurt,
and damage was mostly confined to trees
·and power lines. Apart from the damage,
the main legacy appears to be a positive
one, with the University given an opportunity to test its emergency evacuation
plans.
As soon as New Hampshire was identified as a port of call for Gloria last Tuesday,
the UNH administratio n sprang into action
with a series of inter-departm ental meetings
to prepare for the worst. Students entered
into the spirit of the occasion, sticking duct
tape to windows, and stocking up on food,
reading material and other "hurricane
essentials." The hurricane promised to be

cou~age and dedication exhibited by these
·
officers.
Now, several miles of masking tape later,
everything has quickly returned to normal.
Since Friday evening, the grounds department has worked hard to clear dozens of
fallen trees and other debris left in the wake
of Gloria. A few days from now there will
be little visible evidence that a hurricane
passed through town last Friday.
It is hoped that UNH will not have to
go onto an emergency footing for a long
time to come. But at the same time, it is
reassuring to know that if an emergency
does arise, the administrati on and the
students alike have demonstrate d that,
unlike Gloria, they can surpass all expectations, and meet the crisis head on.

most uncomfortabl e for those students who
had to be moved from areas considered to
be at risk. By late mdrning Friday, they found
themselves packed like sardines into narrow
corridors and small lounges.
The outdoors was left to Hurricane Gloria
and Public Safety. The prospect of facing
the full force of the expected tempest could
not have been a pleasant one for Public
Safety officers and their student cadets.
They knew they would be out patrolling
campus, however f_erocious the storm
became. Many officers left their cars to
patrol on foot, stepping between fallen
boughs and battered trees to check that
everything was well inside the crowded
dormitories. That nobody was hurt during
the hurricane has much to do with the

Letters
Investm ents
To the Editor:
A group called ,;People for a Free
South Africa" has researched and
discussed several aspects of the
problems· faced by the Azanian
people. We have reached a consensus that the University Sys tern of
New Hampshire should immediately divest itself from all companies
that do business with South Africa.
We intend to continue our discussions and review of the literature
and we invite all interested students,
faculty and staff to join us.
We have made numerous attempts to invite the University
Administration to address this issue
as well. Last Monday three representatives from our group attempted to make an appointment with
President Haaland. After his secretary conferred with him, we were
told that he would be out of town
and were instead referred to the
Vice President of Student Affairs .
whose secretary referred us to the
Dean of Students. We returned to
the Vice President of Finances and
were then referred to the Treasurer.
Since we thought perhaps the
number of us was intimidating, two
of our members tried individually
to make appointments for any
specified number of representatives
from our group to discuss South
Africa and University financial
policy. Again we were told flatly,
"No!". The President's secretary
told our representative that President Haaland would be out of town
all week, though another representative saw him on campus shortly
thereafter.
Last week, Haaland claimed
UNH emphasized the importance
of students, yet his policies tell
another story.
We have attempted to use every
conventional means to discuss
University investments in racist
South Africa. Last spring, a petition
containing over 1000 signatures
was presented to the Administration to indicate student support for
w.ithdrawal of investments in these

unethical companies. This summer,
the University Trustees voted
almost unanimously not to follow
our recommendation nor the trend
of universities and governments
across the country. They voted to
continue investments in racism.
Someone who partook in that
decision must explain why. They
must also listen to our thoughtful
argument of why they should not
have.
President Haaland must realize
that a university is the place for
open discussion. It is comprised of
students, faculty and staff, not just
a Board of Trustees. We cannot go
on unnoticed. If you are a conscientious member of this community,
leave your name and phone number
with the People for a Ftee South
Africa in the Common Office of the
MUB. The united people wield the
power in this university; together
we can demonstrate that strength.
Sincerely
Rick Kohn

Refugee s

Admiss ions
To the Editor:
The Admissions office may claim
that it " ... bases its expected intake
of students from statistics, and it's
not the University's fault," but two
things are clear:
1. When the Admissions off ice
accepts too many students the
burden falls on the students themselves, the faculty, the office of
Residential Life and the Public
Safety Division (Traffic Services),
but not on the Admissions office.
2. More students equals more
money.
What is more, the Admissions
office seems to view the 10,500
student enrollment limit as a lower
limit in the same way that many
motorists view highway speed
limits: it's OK to exceed the limit
a little bit, but never go below it.
For example, the Admissions office
has exceeded the quota of students ·
requested by one crowded department in each of the last five years
(this year by 36%) even though the
department has made it clear that
the quota is a firm upper limit
rather than a guideline.
The problem is that there is no
system of checks and balances at
work. The Admissions office has
some incentive to exceed the enrollment limit ($) but no incentive
to "go slow".
John Bates

To the Editor:
Recently the Committee on Central America brought a group of
Salvadoran and Guatemalan political refugess to campus. They
discussed their suppressed situation
and made a humanitarian appeal
for people's support. However, the
people of Central America haven't
been getting the support or committment from citizens of this
country.
Why is this? I feel the reason
people don't get involved is general To the Editor:
.
indifference or apathy.
I crossed and uncrossed my legs.
What can be done? First, you can I crossed and uncrossed my face.
your
express
to
write your legislator
It was odd, I'm sure. A woman
dissatisfaction with overt US mil- enters the Handicapped Services
itary involvement in Central Amer- office and reveals an interest in
ica. Second, you can get informed aiding someone who needs a service.
and take action by attending the . My questions were confusing, I'm
meetings of The Committee on sure. (i.e. "What services do you
Central America.
offer?'', "What kind of help do you
Don't be indifferent while our need?") Lengthy pause. I crossed
friends to the South are being killed. and uncrossed my legs and face.
Peter Spiegel
' ' . ,"Well,.'' she says, "Do yo,u , have

Brush off

work study?" ("Aha," she thinks,
'TU get rid of her with this one.")
'Tm sorry," I say, "I wanted to
volunteer."
"Well," she says, "What's your
GPA?" ("Aha," she thinks, ''I'll
get rid of her with this one.")
"It's a ----," I say. I crossed and
uncrossed my legs and face.
"Well," she says, "What's your
major?" ("Aha," she thinks, 'Tll
get rid of her with this one.")
"English," I say.
"Well," she says, "Then you
haven't had any experience dealing
with handicapped people, right?"
Confused by the unconnecting
statements, I crossed and uncrossed
my legs and face.
It was a first impression - a brief
meeting I had with a woman in the
Handicappe~ Se1:_vices _Qffi~~..: I left

the office feeling belittled, useless,
unwanted, and, basically, ignored.
("I won't remember you, so write
down your name and number.")
Do they have such an abundance
of people wanting to volunteer their
time and energy or is her job so
dreadful that people must be greeted with such immediate pessimism?
Jeanne Burton

Write to your ..
newspap er
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Mike Perlanter
Candy Peterson
Susan Porharski
Erika Randmere
Tom Rooney
Donna Saide
Cornelia M. Schemmel
Margaret Smith
Ruth Stearns
Robin Stieff
Paul Totme
Chris Urick
Michele Valway
Ami Walsh
Karen West
Sherri L. White

Technical Supervisors
Susan Bowen
Karla Happier

Typists·
Susan Bowen
Chris Head
Noreen Cremin
Karla Happier
Jamie McDermott
Laurie Manilla
Sue Mitchell
Lisa Sinatra
Lori Stubbs
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University Forum
Afte r hou rs

atU NH
By Debbie St. Louis

The Vice in the App le
by Andrea Holbroo k
~UMEET

YOIJ,THCl?C,

II

UWTENANT.
I GOTTA

GOHOMe

They cancelled school for a breeze. After hours
of fifteen minute updates on my favorite hurricane,
Gloria, during the day, taping the windows, the
hurricane dinner party, it was finally time.
After seven, the news updates stopped. The only
thing that could stop it now was a power outage,
so I prayed. The lights flickered, the digital alarm
clock blinked, but the power never went out and
the TV signal was clear. I had watched the imitators,
"The Insiders" and "Hollywood Beat." They could
not compare. It was time.
Nine o'clock. Channel 4. Flapping flamingos .
Beach babies in. bikinis. Horses at Hialeah. A boat
bow breaking waves. :Pulsating pop. The staccatto
of machine gun fire, matching the beat of changing
scenery. Rat-a-tat-tat. Art deco pink and turquoise
logo . Miami never looked so good and vice cops
never wore Giorgio Armani (if they can even afford
to) with such elan.
Sonny Crockett and Ricardo Tubbs hit New York.
"Miami Vice's" innovative visual style makes the
Big Apple seem like something you want to take
a bite of. The streets have a silvery sheen, the skyline
glitters aga inst a black velvet sky, and the plot
whizzes along with the speed ot the l'erran Lrockett
and T ubbs driv e. T he sound is more gravelly,
streetlike, fa vo ring rap. But Cro ckett and Tubbs
are still Sonny and Rico-lean, mean, and sexy.
"Miami Vice" garnered fifteen Emmy nom inations ("Hill Street Blues" got eleven) includ ing
best dramatic series, best drama t ic actor (Don
Johnson as Crockett), best direction, and has changed
not only the way TV looks, but has influen-ced
, .American pop culture. Why els~ would fa t balding

men wear expensive boxy blazers with tight t-shirts?
The show is an hour long MTV video. It is
characterized by sparse, no-nonsense dialogue, the
cool and charismatic Johnson, Philip Michael
Thomas as the sensitive Tubbs, almost non-stop ,
rock music, the pastels and flourescents of Florida,
moody lighting. No earth tones here. It is a show
written for the yuppy generation, all flash and dash,
images, emotions, and energy, with plot, character,
and words as bare essentials.
"Miami Vice" is Rambo, John Wayne, Camelot's
King Arthur and the Round Table, it is the eternal
war between good and evil, black and white without
shades of gray. Yet for all the glamour, "Miami
Vice" is serious. The smugglers, psychotics, and
mobsters who populate Miami's dark streets are
unmistakably evil.
And when Crockett and Tubbs go undercover
and blend in with the seamier scenery it is no mistake.
Some of the most serious and intense episodes are
those where a law-enforcement official goes bad.
But how long can "Miami Vice" keep its viewers
with more and more shows adapting its sound and
style? Are good looks and groovy tunes enough?
"Miami Vice" is not known for being intellectually
deep , but its p ro ducers say they are working on
scripts.
So, wh ile I wai t and watch the scenes fl ash by,
wishing I had a Ferrari like them, I will "stay cool,
mon" and maybe do ·some "trollin."

The campus is quiet now. No buses roar down
Main St. No students hurry to class as the bells
of T-Hall chime the hours. It is 3:00 a.m. and the
campus has gone to sleep. Even the buildings, alive
with students during the day, now lay dark and
silent...
As a student security officer for the University,
it was into this silent world that I entered each
and every Wednesday night of my junior year. From
10:00 p.m. until 6:00 a.m. it was my job to patrol
the dorms and walkways of UNH, keeping them
safe for democracy while fighting for truth, justice
and the American Way. I envisioned myself as a
cross between Wonder Woman and Underdog. Some
of my friends thought I was being innovative (there
weren't many women security officers at UNH),
but most just thought I was crazy. But of course
that's one of the pre-requisites for the job.
To be honest, I didn't enter into this endeavor
on my own. My friend Dee was responsible for
introducing me to the exciting _world of crime
fighting. One night as we walked across campus
we encountered one of those nocturnal creatures
on his route. We we1e immediately impressed by _
his authoritative neon orange jacket and matching
hat (a uniform we would soon grow to despise despite
its recent fashionablenes s). So we enlisted. We
joined the ranks of the few, the proud, the security
officers.
The clock on T-Hall chimes four times. The noise
seems strange at this hour, renting the stillness
of the night. It sounds almost eerie. Vivid
imaginations, unfortunately seem to run rampant
at 4:00 a.m.
The job was exciting in the beginning. We were
each given a set of keys and an official security
flashlight that did little to illuminate dark hallways
or walkways but w~re great outside on foggy evenings
when they were instantly transtormea into ;,tar
Wars light sabers cutting through the menacing
fog. But the piece de resistance was when we were
given our official security radios. There were not
toys we were told, and we were to use only special
security codes when using them. One thing, if you
decide to become a security officer and go to show
your friends your new uniform while you're working,
be sure not to show them the official security radio.
They will want to play with it.
Now, about the craziness requirement. You have
to be crazy to work at security. If you're not when
you go in, you will be when you leave. When it's
7:00 a.m. and instead of sleeping you are in the
break room at J anetos House listening to "Who
Killed Bambi:' and "Fishheads" on WUNH and
watching two of the full-time security officers do
theit imitation of Michael Jackson - then you know
you have crossed the borders of sanity.
There is one very real element of danger the
security officer must face - skunks! The small, furry
black and white creatures that scamper between
the mini dorms and behind Stoke Hall strike fear
in the hearts of many an orange clad soul. Great
lengths have been gone through to avoid these
menacing creatures, from running at breakneck
speed between buildings to postponing doing a
certain building until the offending skunk decides
to leave.
But, the students are great. Working security
was a great way to meet new people. I .mean, how
could they not notice you walking down the hall
in your neon orange suit with ten tons of equipment
hanging from your neck. Despite this far from
glamorous attire, I managed to make new friends . . .
and was invited to parties and various other tetea-tetes which, alas, duty forced me to refuse.
Would I work for security again? Sure. It was
the craziest but also the nicest job I've ever had.
Despite the late hours and the lack of sleep, it was, -~
in a strange way, fun.
The radio crackles . It is 5 :30 a.m . and time to
head back to Janetos House for deb ri efing. The
sky is pink as the sun begins to rise. Already a few
people are up and about - early morning joggers
and dedicated crew members. The cam pus is waking
up and I, rubbing my tired eyes, am going to sleep ...

Andrea Holbrook is a news editor for The New
Ha~ps~ire.

pebhie St. Louis is a reporter for The New Hampshire.
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in the UNH MUB PUB
Thursday
Oct. 3, 1985

. . Dance and Boogie ·
.with the Grooving Sounds ·
of
.

Now Sound Express .
Students $1 .00 NonStudents $2.00

Saturday
Oct. 5, 1985

Progressive Rock

·BANGAH
Stud.ents $2.00 ·
NonStudents $3.00

Sunday
Oct. 6, 1985 . ·
-Have U had your Laugh Today?

· Boston Comedy Company
.Students $2.00
NonStudents $5.00

HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HAHA!!!

Doors op-en at ·s:oo PM
Must be 18 or older /UNH ID: Proof of age definitely
·. required
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Arts ~& features
Bangah at UNH:. could it, be the next big thing?
·By Jonathan Ekstrom
Appearing at the MUB Pub
this weekend with local big
talent, It Figures, will be a new
Baltimore-based band called
Bangah, labelled by some critic~
as "the next big thing."
Just how "big" Bangah is 01
might be remains to be seen,
though the band will have
adequate time to prove their ·
work at this Saturday's performance.
Tom Schrader, Pub Programmer, likens Bangah's sound
to "Simple Minds ... although
their sound is definitely unique."
The band has stood out in the
Baltimore music scene by its
steadfast refusal to do any cover
versions of songs by other
performers and a commitment
to their own music.
The sound of Bangah draws
most prominendy upon that of
the curre·nt .neo-psychedelia
produced produced by such
bands as Echo and the Bunnv
men, The T eardrqp Explodes
and The Chameleons.
These influences are prominent in their first release, a
four-song EP on the Resonate
record label.
The songs on the album are
youthful, energetic, propelled
by sharp, punctuating drumming and layered in washes of
-, synthesjzer.
The same could be said about
a number of new bands· these

days, but Bangah manages t<?
do it with style and restraint.
Keyboardist Scott Knight sums
up the band's purpose succinctly; "We try to present thoughtful, tasteful music tha.t people
_can dance to."
Much of the praise given to
Bangah's album is surely due
to it's superior production and
arrangements, however the
band is reputably equaiiy stunning live.
·
Todd Bisson, Music Director
for WUNH spoke with Mark
Schrader earlier in the year
about the possibility of getting
Bangah at UNH during this
summer and failing that, pushed
for the band's scheduling in a
MUB Pub "to be announced"
.slot this Saturday.
Between Bisson's exhortations and Schrader' s MUSO pull,
Bangah won this week's spot
over previously scheduled band,
Lou Miami and the Cosmetics.
"It came down to a number
of different factors that permitPopular local artists, It Figures will appear with Bangah in the MUB Pub this Saturday night.·
ted Bangah to come here and
play," said Bisson, "the most
(Dave Drouin photo)
important being that the last equal fervor.
_ a strong UNH audience, win- atively young Bangah.
time Lou Miami played here,
Says Bisson, "this is the kind ning the MUB Battle of the
Many people wish that at
the response was simply not of music that we would like to Bands last year and appearing some point they could have been
that great and they (Bangah) see more often."
at a number of Pub events and on the cutting edge of some
were offering a lower playing
Expectations are high at the focal appearances including rapidly evolving, popular new
price."
radio station and will hopefully their Stone Church appearance musical movement. Many of the
While the Bangah/lt Figures match Bangah's reception at the on the 16th in Newmarket.
most popular bands of today had
show is not sponsored by MUB.
It is expected (and hoped) to start out s9J.!!ewhere and
WUNH, it is beiqg promoted
ff Figures, the other band on that It Figures' audience will
on the radio station with almost the bill, has ~!ready garne!ed_ draw_m~re sup_port to the rel- BANGAH, page 14
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The Red Norvo Trio: a distinct elegance of style
THE RED NORVO TRIO
By Doug Simmons

Barnet, Benny Goodman, Gene
Krupa, Woody Herman, ~harlie
Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, and so
One advantage to living with- ma_?y, many more.
in driving cl'istance of UNH . Certainly one ot the high
during the period from Nov.30, · points of Red's career was his
1981 to Sept. 23, 1985 has been formation in 1950 of a trio with
the almost unique opportunity Tal Farlow and the late Charlie
to hear the Red Norvo Trio Mingus.
three times ·in less than four
Tal had already emerged asyears, a iuxury denied most in a leading exponent of the apostensibly more sophisti_cated proach to the guitar developed
(not to say "hip") parts of the - by the remarkable Charlie Chrisuniverse.
tian; only two years Tal's senior,
For those unfortunates who Christian had died prematurely
in 1942 when just twenty-two
missed the first two performan- years old.
ces either from self-neglect or
Since the late 1940's Tal has
geographical displacement, a
revised version of earlier re- remained perhaps the most
marks from this page is pro- conspicuous explorer of the
vided, conditioned by the con- melodic and harmonic possibiltinued enthusiasm of the writer. , ities suggested by Christian's
idiom. (Given certain later
This "new'' trio highlighted' trends it gives us some perspecour series in both 1981 and '82, tive to note that this technique
and it is an honor as well as a , involved the first practical usage
ple~sure to welcome them once i in all music dependent upon
agarn.
I electronic sound generation!)
A native of Illinois (b. 1908),~
Even allowing for Mr. MinRed in his first sixty years as1 gus' controversial aspects, it is
a professional performer o~ difficult to recall a more formidmallet instruments - xylophone able concentration of jazz talent
marimba, vibraharp - has bee
ever in any t~ree ind_ividuals.
vaude-villian, radio entertainer,
Nonetheless, atter some sideman, big-band lea~er, com- changes in pers~nnel the group
bo artists, and soloist.
disbanded in 1956, but following
His range of associations has two decades of requests it was
been absolutely encyclopedic in reconstituted in 1981 with Red
both style and chronology - Paul and Tal being complemented
Whiteman, Mildred Bailey, Bun- by Steve Novosel's rhythmically
ny Berigan, Chuck Berry, Jack compelling and melodically
Benney, Billie Holiday. Charlie _ gracef~l: ba~~; .qiriouslv., the,
1

The Red Norvo Trio performed
Qazz Series phot~) .
~
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foremost pioneer of~hat style,
Jimmy Blanton, died six months
after Charlie Christian at only
age twenty-one!
Quality jazz, like all music of
substance, can appeal simultaneously on many levels, and sometimes the elements that ultimately endure in one's
consciousness are quite different
'from those that create the
immediate impression.
.
The "Red -N orvo Trio ·has a
collective interaction that might
remind one of groups as disparate as King Oliver and the Beaux
Arts Trio, pius a virtuosity.
which can be -accurately des'b d b h
1 h
crt e
y t e current c ic e,
"awesome".
But beyond this they demonstrate a total and reflective
assimilation of the raw materials of musical discourse, a rare
elegance of style, and a sense
of pure joy that makes one feel
privileged just to be in the'.'-presence of such salutary human
endeavor. This is not only what
jazz is all about; it is what life
should be about.
And finally, the punch line:
Joachim Berendt states straight-~·
forwardly in The Book that "the
history of the vibraphone ...
began with Red Norvo." .
- rs there another performer
active today on any instrument
of whom a similar .statement
c?_~d._be ma~e.?!
_.
.EnJoy, re101ce, and be thank.f~~! .
. . 1. . , • · ' •
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'~gnes

of God,,: A heavenly movie with flaws

Directed by Norman Jewison
Screenplay by John Pielmier
Based on the stage play by John
Pielmier
By Marc ~arroll

Come Oscar nme, critics will
.Each, Jane Fonda as Martha
be hard pressed to choose one · Louise Livingston, Anne Banamong the three lead actresses croft as Mother Superior Miin "Agnes of God", as the most riam Ruth, and Meg Tilly as
worthy of Best Actress.
Sister Agnes, was superb in their

role.
ts consequently their relationFrom the opening scences ship, instead of other possible
that show the convent of Le relationships, among the three
Petits Soeurs de Marie Magde- women, that is dealt with most
leine awakened by the screams closely.
- of Sister Agnes as she gives
It is with this relationship
birth, one knows the movie will that the movie falters. The
hold your interest all the way writers do their best to make
through. And it does.
the two women equal, Dr.
The convent's dark wainscot- Livingston is unable to bear
ting contrasting by white stuc- children and Mother Miriam has
coed walls combines beautifully been married and has two daughto create an alternately white, ters, bringing them closer to the
black and sometimes middle- ~iddle from their opposing
of-the-road grey atmosphere views.
that parallels the sometimes
Both women also have their
white, black or grey areas of the doubts about God, but these
movie's theme, belief in God differences are not enough.
versus Atheism.
Because the information is so
Dr. Livingston, the court- spare, one wants more inforappointed psychiatrist who mation or none at all.
must determine whether Sister
The writer, John Pielmier,
Agnes is able to stand trial for must have thought too much
· the murde.r of her baby-found characterization would have
dead in a waste basket in her detracted from what is a needed
room, is the Atheist. While concentration on religion in
Mother Miriam is, obviously, "Agnes of God."
God's advocate, the mystery in
Because Anne Bancroft and
Agnes of God is whether Sister Jane Fonda were so good, given
Agnes did murder her baby, and more background for their charwho the father is in the first acter, they would have driven
place . .
home the overwhelming feeling
It is Dr. Livingston and Moth- of conflict one feels watching
Meg Tilly and Jane Fonda star as the young nun and the psychiatrist in "Agnes of God". er Miriam who work together the movie, which is what makes
towards the final truth, and it it so good. The relationship
(Columbia pictures photo)
between the women would have
suceeded if Pielmier hadn't
cheated the audience by the too
simplistic way he made the main characters equal.
Because the movie is so good
as it is, I wanted it to be perfect.
Oh well. I suppose only God is
perfect. See the movie and find

-
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rJVA tannUuf~

Future chic!
One glance at the new Elite 150 and
N

.You'll know what "style" is all about. That

-BANGAH-

dazzling outside is energized by a new, more
powerfuJ engine inside, so you can share the
excitement with a friend.* And push-button
starting and no shifting make it easy to get
to the action.
The Elite' 150. It'll look great in

(continued from page 13)
there arc many of us who would
have jumped at the chance of
seeing say, U2 or the Who when
they were just starting to play
their material.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Don't lose you summer tan
.
come 1n an_d try our tann·ing
beds
FIRST VISIT FREE
Tues-Fri 9-8
Sat 8-4
590 Central Ave., Dover
742-4216
On Kari-Van Route

DOVER HONDA
Never undersold
Never will be
74.2-9555

The comparision may seem
a bit far-fetched, but by all
accounts, this is a band undeniably on they way up. And if
not a musical prophecy, this
Saturday's performance at least
. promises an evening of exciting
exl?lo~ive entertainment.
Said Bi~son, alias Mr. Gobbs,
"If I don't explode the night
· before (at WUNH Dance
Night), I'll certainly explode
at this performance."

.CHRIST AMONG US
A MODERN -PRESENTATION OF
THE CATHOLIC FAITH
(Wednesdays 7:00 to 8:15 p.m.
Beginning October 2)
The Catholic Student Center at U.N.H. is offering a special series of dialogues for adult
inquirers.
This series is intended for those persons interested in learning about the Catholic Church,
its teachings, traditions, etc. with or without the intention of becoming a member. It is
also for those wishing to ~pdate their faith and for those who may have postponed Confirmation.

If you are interested or know someone who would like to be part of this experience, please
contact

THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
6 Madbury Road, Durham, N.H.
862-1310

'm4tairt ~idtn
-'-~~
~
(locatedintkefo~by)
•
~
New Acqumttons:
6:Jo&9:oosi.75

.

, '
,,
Amadeus, Breakfast
Club, Missing in Action 2, Porky's Reveng
Also VCR rentals NO MEMSpecial
BERSHIPORDEPOSITIS Tues. & Wed._ only $l.25 a
REQUIRED
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Are You Seeking
Valuable Work
Experience In:
'

-Public Relations
-Marketing
-Personnel
-Advertising

U.S.C.T.A ..'

HORSE TRIALS
DRESSAGE SAT. .·o cT. 5th
Green Acres Farm, Drew Rd.

If so WORK FOR

Dover, N.H.

8am-3pm

THE

CROSS-COUNTRY and
STADIUM JUMPING .

TUDENTJO
BOARD.

SUNDAY -OCT. 6th..
U.N.H . Light Horse Center, Mast Rd.
8 am..:.4pm

Applications available M·onday, Sept. 23
· Application Deadline: Friday, Oct. 4th

Durham, N. H.

/

Sr. Rider Preliminary

and Training Leve Is

Pick up appl.ications Rm. 322 MUB

TELEPHOIE TAPE LlllE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Center
.

·

·

and

··

-

TAPES llllLIBLE 862-3554
Dating

Anger
Fighting Constructively .. ... 5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings .... 6
Dealing with Constructive Criticism .... .?
Dealing with Anger ..... 8
Understanding Jealousy and How to Deal with it.. .. .9

Depression ·
What is Depression ..... 431
How to Deal with Depression ..... 432
Depression as a Life Style ..... 433
How to Deal with Loneliness ..... 32

Stress and Anxiety
Cope with it... .. 30
How to Handle Fears:.... 33
Coping with Stress .. .. .38
Relaxation Exercises ... .. 37

Friendship
Friendship Building ..... 1
Helping a Friend .... .90
Recognizing Suicidal Feelings in Others ..... 492

Dating Skills .. ... 18
Infatuation or Love .. ... 70
Things to Consider in Looking for a Mate .... .71
Types of lntimacy .....3
How to Cope with a Broken .Relationship .... .83

S~lf-.lmprovP.ment

:

Self Assertiveness ..... 402
Building Self-Esteem and Confidence .....35
Standing Up for Yourself .....10
Becoming Independent from Pare.nts ..... 478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk ..... 36
What is Counseling and How to Use lt... .. 61
Learning to accept yourself ...44

Sexuality
Male Sex Roles .... .40
Male Homosexuality .. :.. 21
*Dealing with lmpotence ..... 23
Timing Problems in Male Sexuality ..... 24
·
Female Sex Roles ..... 39
Female Hor'1osexuality ..... 20
*Femal~ Orgasm Problems .. .. .22
. I've been raped, what do I do? ... 315

Miscellaneous
Early Signs cf an Alcohol Problem ..... 1 ou
Dealing with an Alcol:lolic Parent.. .. .4 79
Death and Dying .....84

, *new tape

Dial 862-3554 any ni~ht from 6:00.~ l 2:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Selec~ the
tape you wi~h to hear by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions_,
don't ha~g up when the tape is over~ and a Cool-Aid member will come back on t~e line ..
- ....- .,..,-""'..._ .... _,,4_•

• ..- ...~ ... :.
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MIC

-JUICED-

GARFIELD

By JIM. DAVIS

Hf Y, OPIE, WMERE'5 YOUR
LUCKY 5PECIAL .STICK?

(continued from page 1)
both drink and dance."
Christine Welch, sophomore,
said "I think people would go
occasionally, but not as a regular
thing, because there are enough
alcoholic parties with dancing
on campus to go to instead of
going to a bar."
Sue Atkins said she didn't like
it because under twenty-ones
don't like to be treated differently than other students on
campus. 'The whole principle
of it is wrong-it treats us like
kids."
Despite these negative reactions, clubs like the Speakeasy
and the Franklin Fitness Center
are gearing themselves to the
under twenty-ones.

10·1

DOONESBURY

excu.;e~,

tifKJf) PEOPLC! MY

HUSIJANP8MONT

1HAS AMESS4Ge
:

d

FOR YOU/
-'~-..............

BLOOM COUNTY

By G~Y TRUDEAU

7HANK YOU. me
NW SHOIAIS

Al?EAT5:00

ANPB:oo.

~-- /.

Hauf)()

YOU7HINK
JTIA/CNT?

I

By.BERKE BREATHED

-

"Sunday's under twenty-one
night at the Speakeasy is very
succesful-sometimes there are
up to 500 people at the door and
there is always a line at the door
before opening," said Scott
Dickenson, UNH senior and
Speakeasy bartender.
The Franklin Fitness Center
is aimed more towards the under
twenty-one crowds than the
over twenty-ones. When the
Franklin's dining room officially
opens it will consist of a dining
room, a lounge/bar and a function room.
The lounge is partioned off
from the function room by a wall
with windows. These windwos
can be opened so that nonalcoholic beverages may be
served from the bar to the
function room. The Franklin
is catering more to the underage
crowd by making the function
room capable of seating 100
people, whereas the over
twenty-one section only seats
40.
The Franklin has different
ideas for the themes of different
nights. They are thinking of
having a comedy night, a serious
music (jazz/classical) night,.rop
forty nights, board games night
(Trivial Pursuit, Monopoly,
etc.), and a competition night
(body building, tans, etc.). People will be able to enjoy these
events from either section of
the Franklin, but there won't
be any alcohol in the function
room.
Doug Clark, of the Franklin
said, "we are trying to down play
drinking and we are not letting
people get drunk."

SHOE

By Jeff MacN·e lly

sAL£S

.

wN<fED

-

REPRE5fl(fA11VE .
d coordinate
to promote a~
weekly ski tnps.
·ty to earn up to
rtunt
..
pPo
Ano
d et free skung
$1,500 an gbeSl ski·areas
at one of the
in the fast
.
· to·
send resume .
Attn: Nancy Stolen

ttitOI
aox

308 ·
03812
Bartlett. N.H. unt on US·
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. ..) ~-- ·Wanted: people to share house. 4 huge
bedrooms available Oct. 1st. Females
preferred. Rent $175.00/month includes
heat and hot water. Call Sarah 742-4990
or 436-1140

Two bedroom apartment in Newmarket.
4 miles from campus on K-Van route. 2
female non-smokers liiking for third roommate. share larger bedroom. $450/month
($150 per person) plus elect. Call Lisa or
Karen 659-6205

Wanted~l[lll
J____He---lp
Lumber and Building Center looking for
weekend help retail and contractor sales
desl. Contact Steve Spinney, Manager,
at Gerrity Building Centers, York ME 207. 363-5442
CARPENTER'S HELPER WANTED: Experienced carpenter or carpenter's. helper
wanted for new construction. Part-time
in Newmarket, on Kari-Van route. Call Pine
Tree Building Company evenings 5-7 p.m.
659-2495
I'm looking for a native Mandarin speaker
to help me with my Chinese in exchange
for English tutoring. Have tutored before.
Please contact Michele at 436-1851.
TEACHER'S AIDE WANTED: Work-study
position only. Responsible individual
needed to assist with Preschool program
Thursday mornings 8:00 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
Must enjoy children . $4 .50/hr. On KariVan route. Call Newmarket Recreation for
more info. 659-553. In addition office help
needed part-time, flexible hours. $4.50/hr.,
workstudy only:

CLASSIFIED

WORK STUDY POSITION: Biology major
needed. Begin immediately. Complex
Systems Research Center. 10-15
hours/week. $4.00/hour. To work on
biogeochemical ccling models. Call Pat
at 862-1792.

Lumber and Building Center looking for
weekend help retail and contractor sales
desl. Contact Steve Spinney, Manager,
at Gerrity Building Centers, York ME 207363-5442
WORK STUDY STUDENTS: The TASk
Center is seeking an organized an friendly
student to work as a receptionist 4
hrs./week. Responsibilities include: answering the phone, describing the program.
making appointments and fielding questions. Hours needed are M-Th, 3:30-4:30.
Apply at the T ASk Center.
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR WANTED: Excellent job opportunity for energetic individual with exercise specialist, P.E. or
dance background. Monday and Wednesday, 5:00 to 7:00 p.m'. St. Marys Hall,
Newmarket. Pay $7 /hr. and up. On KariVan route. Position available SeptemberJune. Call Newmarket Recreation for more
info. 659-5563
Part-time help wanted - Ski and Sports retaiT
salesperson. Applicant must be a skier.
Apply in person at Putnam Sports, 990
Lafayette Rd . Portsmouth.
Lumber and Building Center looking for
We~kend Help. Retail and Contractor Sales
Desk, Contact Steve Spinney, Manager,
at Gerrity Building Centers, York, ME (207)
363-5442
HELP WANTED: Delivery person $3.80 hr.
6% mileage plus tips. Call 742-8411 or
come by 50 Broadway, Dover. Across from
Red Shoe Barn.

$10-$360 Weekly I Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470 CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098.

Wanted part time help, good pay. Afternoons 2 to 3 hrs. Saturdays and Sunday
mornings. Must have vehicle mileage
allowance pay . call th.e Portsmouth Herald
436-1800. Ask for Mr. Hardwick or Mr.
Ferrini.

r

l.

.. _]~
~_s._

1970 VW Superbug. New Heat boxes,
Generator, starter and battery. Just tuned.
No rust. Must sell $1000 firm. call 742-2880
·
after 6pm.
1977 Honda Civic CVCC. Blue, stereocassette, std.·trans, 69,000mi. Runs well .
Good condition. Must sell. Have new car.
$1400.00 or b.o. Parsons Chem. Dept. Box
42 or 742-9358.

1981 Subaru. Excellent shape, sunroof,
rustproof, stereo, 5-speed, $2850.00 o_r
best offer. 433-1190 eves. 868-7508 days.

9:30-9

Sat.
9-5:30

I

·THINK . .
Al. ~~~-COPY &~~:!1!~.
· ·Durham

Friday 1:00 and 5:00.
Saturday 11:00 and 2:00

10 70
discount

TKE brothers - Thanks for ari awesome ·
bids night. See you again Thursday. Chi
·
0 pledges
Hey darlin'!! Thanks for the sloppy joes!
Delicious! What a nice lunchtime on
Monday ...
GEORGE CARLIN: Tickets are still available at the MUB Ticket Office ($10-full time
undergrads, $13 General Public) and at
the door ($13). Hurry up. Don't miss this
special event.
SPRINGSTEEN FANS!! coming to ttie UNH
MUB PUB; the best Springsteen sound anke
band on the East c_qast!! Al Hallid!'lY and
the Hurricanes!! Don't Miss out!! Coming
November.2nd.
Beth-How was your weekend?? s;ee you
this week. Rich
To My Roomies in J6 - Its about time you
guys got a personal. .. .We have to get
organized and have a "Grand Fiesta'' some
weekend after my tolerance builds up .
OK?? Oh, Janice, you can have the phone
ALL weekend because I might be going
to NY (and if you pay me enough I just might
stay th·ere!!). Jenny, NO MORE getting
trashed f6r- weekends ·_got it?? Tracy, how
many more weddings do yol,l have to go
to?? Aren't all of your friends married yet?

Two bedroom apartment in Newmarket. ,
4 miles from campus on K-van route : 2
female non-smokes looking for third
roommate- - share larger bedroom.
$450/month ($150 per person) plus elect.
Call Lisa or Karen 659-6205

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
MBA CAREERS
Friday 3:00
Friday 1:00 .and 5:00
Saturday 1,2:30
Saturday 11:00 and 2:00

SAE LITTLE SISTER RUST AT SAE
STARTS SUNDAY OCT 6.
TRM - THINK SNOW - JR PS. Be happy
you just got your second personal of the
year.
Many thanks to the New Hampshire
Gentlemen for brightening up our humpnight. The Women of Fairchild.
BRUCE! . BRUCE! Bruce Springsteen
sounds at the UNH MUB PUB. November
2nd. Be there. Watch the NH for details.

Sponsored by. the Gi:aduat4'._ Management Admission Council

~,--~..-.-~.............

•••••••••••••••••••••••:
••

Pistachio's i

[

'
868-2450

This week save a nickel and
sink your teeth into deliciou~
chocolate brownie served
with your favorite ice cream
and choice of hot fudge,
strawberry or but-rerscotch
sauce. Only $1.40.

WITH THIS COUPON
expires 10/15/85

CJasl/ amt CJ~

Ni-

F 11-ll

Weekends 12-11

Offer good through 10/1 - 10/4
Show this coupon to cashier.

Hey Sandy, Have you written your will yet?
Sky diving in 4 days! Get psyched!
Congratulations to the new Chi Omega
pledges! Get psyched for an awesome
semester. You guys ~re gre!i,t. but watch
out for those funnels!
SAH , I miss you! You'll be my roomie
forever!
Take a break from the routine . Walk, jog,
bike or drive to Green Dream Farm's ·
UDDER PLACE for premium ice cream and
all your favorite dairy products. 3 gal. tubs
in 40 flavors may be ordered for special
occasions. Rte. 155-A, Lee 659-5127

is having a
BROWNIE SUNDAE
SPECIAL!

N.H.

SHANE: Happy Birthday Skids! Here's
wishing you a terrific B-Day, you deserve
it... and we know you'll go out & enjoy it!
Have Fun! Love, Chris and Amy

•

Ed - kick butt on those LSA T exams. I know
you can do it. Get psyched to go crazy after
your place or mine! Best o'f luck bubba!
Luv, Chad
MJ - The more time 1spend getting to know
you, the more I have to wonder.... Luv, The ·
Other Staff Member.

.
:
•

......... ~~~····~··········~······~·····
'

i

Sisters of Chi 0: looking forward to an
awesome semester. We're psyched!! Love,
your pledges.

ATTENTIONI SAE will be holding their first
semi-formal Rush on Sunday, Oct 6 at 8:00.
Any and all are welcome to come and see
what it is all about.

For more workshop information call 800-524-1802 [in New Jersey 609-734-1539).

Raffle Tickets
•Flyers & Invitations
•Photocopies 8¢ each
*Resume Special*
Typing, 25 sets- $15.00
M_ OFF ANY Of!FSET PRINTING
&

SMALL JOBS DONE: College student with
a truck can do:Movlng acid hauling, rubbish
removal, landscaping,and other odd jobs.-

Dover

.

•Social

I~'
·

with over 1s·schools.
In one place. In one day.

THE MBA AND YOU

WHEN YOU NEED COPIES

...

and Repairs

Comedy is back at UNH this Thursday, 8
pm, October 3rd at the UNH Field House.
Don't miss George Carlin and special guest
Travis Shook . Tickets are still available
but going quickly. $1 O/Full time UNDERGRADS; $13/General Public and at the
door.

The Healthier choice club will be meeting
at 7:00 Wednesday ni1Jh1 .~ownstairs
Huddleston for all those students interested
in learining more about Nutritional decisions.

rSTUDE"NTS1
. . . Bread & B cross from
utter

I ·

Daily registration for the MBA Forums and Workshops is $5 payable at the door.

RED'S~\0~0.1::
Sun.
12-5

1970 VW Superbug. ·New Heat boxes,
Generator. starter and battery. Just tuned.
No rust. Must sell $1000 firm. call 742-2880
after 6pm.

Here's a rewaraing opportunity to meet with representatives from many of the
country's leading graduate management' schools to discuss admissions, curriculum,
financial aid, career development, and placement.

Choose from the area's largest selection
of men's, women's and children's
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES
at LO~ discount prices!

On Kari-Van Route
Broadway,
M-F

your name and telephone number.

TALK MBA

council

VALUE MADE us FAMOUS

DIABLO 1620 Letter quality computer
printer with keyboard. 45cps at 1200 baud
and etx/ack handshaking. IBM PC compatible and does all special printing
functions with wordstar. Can be used as
terminal at 300 baud . Installed on your
computer with full one month warranty for
onlyy $475. Please call 664-2787 and leave

. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1980 Honda CX500 . Great bike. Shaft · _c_a_ll_M_a_I6_5_9_-2_9_0_9_
driven, water cooled. Runs excellent. Call ' Non-sexist wh.olistic counseling and ther868-9859 and ask for Kevan for an apy transitions, relationships, lifestyles,
. person~! ~mpowerment and growth. Ramappointment. Asking $800.00.
Waterbed for sale - large - everything with ona Abella, MA, Portsmouth, NH, sliding
it. $150.00 or B.O. Call 433-1322 . Keep scale. (603)431-4691.
trying/ Anytime .

-"·
--

SAVE MONEY. Write your own professional
looking resume with line-by-line instruction
kit. To receive send $5 to SECRETARY,
13 Old Landing Rd, Durham, NH 03824.

DEC VT-101 Industry standard terminal.
Like new condition with one month warranty. $695.00 Please call 664-2787 and
leave your name and number.

~rvlces

111

·f:i'

Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Compatible direct connect. Manual dial. $120.00
664-2787.

.
1980 Honda CX500. Great bike. Shaft .
driven, water cooled . Runs excellent. Call
· 868-9859 and ask for Kevan for an Private tutoring available in Physics
appointment. Asking $800.00
402,407,408, Math 425, 426, 527, Chem
MOPED: Red Jawa 50 cc in excellent 403,404. $5/hr. Call Mike Paulsen 363condition - only 500 mi. Side baskets. 6406 or leave narne and number in my
mailbox in Demeritt Hall second floor.
$325.00 or best offer. 659-6621 .

!1~~~

I
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NCA - Hope you haven't been drowning
in my river of tears . Thanks for your love
and support. Love, MSS
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·Somewhere,
·somehow,
someone's
going to pay.

:.:-:.:-:-:·:·:·..:..

•,

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOXPRESENTSA SILVER PICTURES PROf«TION ARNOLD S-CHWARZENEGGER "COMMANDO"
RAE DAWN CHONG·MU~~ JAMES HORNER ~1UOSEPH LOEB Ill ANO MATTHEW WEISMAN WRITT~~ JOSEPH LOEB Ill & '

.Jih~ Jt)p MATIHEW WEISMAN

AND

STEVEN E. DESQLJZ~~~~~:~::~~::;ILVER D~CT~ ~~~i~h::::~:~eth

Coming Oc;to_
ber ~th to a Theatre Near You.

CenMy Fo• II
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Second half letdown costs field hockey squad
By J. Mellow
They've got talent. They're
conditioned and are perhaps the
fastest and most agile field
hockey players in New England.
Yet for the UNH Wildcats,
the 1985 season thus far has not

first half, junior Pauline Collins 'uh-oh, we might lose', we need
was able to tally for the Wildcats to say, 'OK, now we're going
assisted by junior Sandy Cos- to win.'"
"They' re not going out there
tigan to put UNH up 1-0 at the
not wanting to win," Didio adds.
half.
3-1.
The first stanza also saw five "They're not lacking effort;
It started out the same: UNH
was on fire. At 15:35 into the Wildcat shots to the Huskies they' re playing hard."
. Collins agrees with this.
two and cornets even at five
"Going in, we all felt really
apiece.
Yet the second half, once good; we went in with a positive
again, was also the same: the attitude," she said.
"We played very well in the
fire fizzled. And while UNH
seemed to sit back, the Huskies first half, but in the second half
poured it on, tallying 11 shots · they came on. It was hard for
to UNH's three _and putting us to get out momentum back.
three balls behind UNH goalie We sort of fell back for them."
The area that needs most
Michele Flannel!.
UConn also managed seven improvement for UNH, then,
is the mental part of their game.
corners to UNH' s one.
"It's more the emotional part
UNH head coach Marisa
of our game (that needs imDidio shakes her head.
"We played well the first half. provement)," said senior Mary
We're coming out and playing Rogers. "That's what's coming
steady and consistent hockey into play in our second half."
Collins agreed, "It's almost
for the first half."
"The second half started off as if when we score, we expect
strong, too," Didio cop.tinues, them to score. Someone said it
"but our consistency goes down. on the bus, and it was true. We
The biggest differenc~ (between have to stop that."
"We are all striving to figure
the halves) is in opportunitiess ho ts down, no corners. You it out, but we're going to pull
together soon. We'll do it,"
can't win without those."
And as soon as UNH's per- Collins added. -Rogers was confident, too.
formance goes down, said Didio,
the other team .can sense it and, "We really want to get over this.
It's not going to get us down.
in turn, "hops on it."
"When we let up, UConn, in We're psyched for October."
With October comes nine
reverse, did exactly the opposite," said Didio. "They drew games in a three-and-a-half
corners and scored off three of week period for the UNH team.
The first is today, here, against
them. They took shots."
"There are two areas we need Dartmouth. But they're psyched.
"It's still early; we still have
to work on," she continued.
"The first is second half con- time to work some of these
The UNH field hockey squad lost its second ga~e of the sea~on Sunday 3-1, against the University sistency_:._that's obvious. The things out," said Didio. "I have
second is after another team confidence in them."
of Connecticut Huskies.(Suzie Haynes file photo)
scores :;'fl u~. Instead of sayin
been easy. While victories have
come over Maine, Vermont and
Holy Cross without difficulty,
it's a close game-Northwestern, Iowa-that UNH has yet
to win.
And on Sunda~, while the rest

of New England was recuperating over Hurricane Gloria, the
Wildcats dropped another decision to perennial rival UConn,

Doubles anchor men's tennis·
LaPierre made it to the quarterfinals before being knocked
out by University of Rochester's
team of Rick Haber and Greg
Hazlett 7-6, 6-7, 6-2.
Hassett and LaPierre received
a first-round bye and defeated
Bob Demberton and Bob McDonald of Framingham State 6-3,
6-4 in the second round.
· UNH's two singles' players,
T.J. Hyman and Dave Hall, were
both ousted in the second round
by seeded players. Hyman lost
to second-ranked Andy Stone

By Steve Langevin
The performance of the. doubles duo of Dave Palumbo and
Christian Seibert led the UNH
men's tennis team to a fifth
place showing at the ECAC's
held in Albany, NY over the
weekend.
Palumbo and Seibert went the
furthest of any Wildcat performers, advancing to the semifinal round before they were
defeated. '
The Wildcat's other doubles
team of Shaun Hassett and Dean

of Millersville, PA, in. three sets
after romping past Steve Sawyer
6-2, 6-0 in the first round, while,
in second singles, Hall lost to
second-ranked Ted Snyder of
Millersville, PA, in straight sets.
Hall received a first round bye.
The Wildcats (4-1) will try
to bounce back from their first
defeat of the season, a 7-2 loss
to the University of Vermont
last Thursday, when they host
powerful Boston University
tomorrow afternoon.

-------------F OOTBALL- ---__..________
(continued from page 20)
and sustafoed its blocks longer. Byrne faked a hand-off to Gar- to Mike Robichaud sparked the
Dartmouth didn't stop us in the ron and kept it himself for a drive.
The Wildcats (2-1 overall, 1second half. The only times we three yard touchdown run · with
didn't score was when we picked 4:22 gone in the second quarter. 0 in the Yankee Conference)
up a holding penalty and when Key plays included in the 91 yard play in Storrs, CT Saturday
drive were a third down, 20 yard against the 2-0 University of
we fumbled at the 2."
pass from Byrne to Glenn Ma- Connecticut Huskies, in a Yanthe·
opened
had
Dartmouth
scoring in the first half when thews and 25 yard run by Gar- kee Conference tilt. A win would
certainly get the Wildcats off
they took advantage of an eight ron.
UNH then took the lead for to a good start in conference
yard punt by UNH's Tom Flanagan which was blown back- good when Facey connected on play.
"Our main goal this season
wards by the strong wind. a 22 yard field goal late in the
Taking over at the UNH 35, second quarter. Big runs from is a Yankee Conference Cham- Dianna Fischer(above) teamed with Megan Reed for a three
Dartmouth ran eight times in Garron and Shriner and a pass pionship," said Garron.
set win at first doubles for UNH Sunday.(Suzie Haynes file
a row for a touchdown and with
photo)
the extra point they led 7-0 with
4:56 left in the quarter. That
was the last time in the game
(continued from page 20)
that Dartmouth would get closer
'Tm pleased with the way
McCurdy says his team is
(1-6), to handle UMass' Lisa teams which are very talented
than the UNH 46.
Zonfrelli was again the main- Corbett and Debbie Ginn 6-3, and have been successful against looking forward to the upcom- we've rebounded from last year.
ing competition. "This is def- Against UMass, the girls pretty
stay of the UNH defense with 6-2 in the final two sets. UNH's UNH in the past.
initely going to be our toughest much did it themselves. They
."We're still looking for the
ten tackles and one interception. team of Laura Herbert and
In holding Dartmouth to just Michele Phaneuf also won, nght doubles combrnat10ns,.. week. Tufts and Providence were beaten by Dartmouth last
two for 12 passing and 26 yards stretching their record to an comments McCurdy. "We've both beat us last year, we're week, and I think they learned
been changing personnel ;:i lot, looking forward to the chance from it. That may have also
the UNH defense stopped its impressive 5-1 in the year.
Doubles could be important and that could be a factor. to compete against some good contributed to the victory," adds
third straight opponent from
passing for more than 100 yards. in the future, mainly this week, Sometimes, it's not always the competition," says McCurdy. McCurdy.
The Wildcats tied the game as UNf l faces Tufts Thursday best athletes that make the best "Tufts is next, and we ~i.""'<l
be right on level ~ith th,
'!t_7.-)_~Q~11.='1J!_fl_f!.~J3~~,t-~_\<:P.~-~. Jl.nj)~r~-· jqe_nce _S_aturday, two teams," adds McCurdy.
. ..,au.-.._-........__.-· ~-----.._._ ____ ••·•"-&---...~- .

---------- --------W .TENNIS ---------- --
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Sports
Wildcat

gridder~

smother Dartmo uth

By Steve Langevjn

even on the outside runs I had
A punishing ground game to cut back inside. Most of my
that churned out nearly 400 success today was because of the
yards powered the UNH foot- good blocking of the offensive
ball Wildcats to a 23-7 trouncing line and Mike Shriner (UNH
of intra-state rival Dartmouth fullback). Mike is always there
Saturday afternooq__in Durham.
in front of me, he is the most
" In the second half it was under-rated player on this
vintage UNH offense," said team.''
UNH head coach Bill Bowes.
Despite its 484 to 179 edge
"We controlled the ball keeping in total yards for the game it
it aw_ay from Dartmouth's of~ wasn't until the fourth quarter
fense."
·
that UNH broke the game open.
Once again carrying the bulk
Leading only 10-7 going into
of the load offensively for the the fourth quarter, the Wildcats
Wildcats was All-American tail-· closed out a drive, that began
back Andre Garron who rushed late in the third quarter after
for a school record 2 5 0 yards
Neal Zonfrelli intercepted a
on 39 carries. The record of 235 pass at the UNH 41, with an
was set by Bill Burnham in 1977 11 yard touchdown run from
against Boston University. Go- Garron. That 59 yard drive
ing over 200 yards for the fifth whiLh took only five plays was
time in h is career, Garron tied evid ence of how the UNH
the n a tional Division I-AA running game had worn down
record.
the Dartmouth defense: Garron
" Breaking his (Burnham's ) had carries of 9, 12, 15 -and 11,
record feels g r e a t. It w as one while Shriner rushed once for
of my go als heading into this 12 yards.
seaso n," said Garron. "I did11't
After the defense held D artkn ow I h ad th at m a n y yards mouth UNH marched down the
today until after the game."
field again but a fumble on the
Because he wasn't sure wheth- Dartmouth 2 yard line preventer the game would be played or ed another score. However the
not because of hurr icaine Gloria, defense then held the Big Green
Gar ro n said his concent ration to one yard on three plays ,
was a little off a t the sta rt of fo rcing a punt which bounced
the contest but improved as it out of bounds on Dartmouth's
went along.
26 .. Six straight rushes by yarron
"The further into the game
resulted in anott1c:r UNH touchI went the more comfortable I doym with 3:56 left Jn the game
felt, " said Garron. "I was run- and although the kicker Eric
ning tentatively at first."
Facey missed the extra point the
In the previous week's game Wildcats had more than enough
against Boston University the points for the victory.
Wildcats ran mostly outside,
"We didn't play that well
perimeter plays, but because offensively or defensively in the
Dartmouth would be expecting first half, but we came out in
more of the same UNH made
the second half and played the
some changes.
way we are capable of playing,"
"We figured Dartmouth
said Bowes. "In the second half
would be playing us for outside our line did a much better job
runs so we ran more inside plays
of blocking at the point of attack
against them," said Garron.
"They sh_ot the perim~ter so FOOTBALL, page 19

UNH receiver Bill Farrell(84) goes high in the air to snare a pass from quarterback Rich
Byrne in the UNH win over Dartmouth. (Kim Lodge photo)

Men's soccer blanks Babson
By Steve Langevin

with just under seven minutes mark with the win-as they now
Rebounding from a 2-1 loss remaining in the first half, for stand at 2-2-1. Babson falls to
to Keene State last week the _his first_care~r_ goal.
3-1-2 on the season.
.UNH men's' soccer squad
Each team had 13 shots on
Next in line for UNH are the
handed Babson College its first. goal with UNH's Dave Barlow ' Providence Friars whom they
loss of the season, 1-0, yesterday credited with ten saves and host tomorrow afternoon at 3
afternoon.
'
Poulin with seven.
p.m. The Friars are 3-4 after
Boh Ricard struck the telling
The Wildcats regain the .500 defeating Yale 3-1 Sunday.
blow when he took a pass from
Seth Worcester and put it past
Babson netminder Dan Poulif1,

UNH tennis women
belt Minutewo men
By Chris Urick

The Wildcat men's soccer squad knnrked off previously unbeaten Babson 1-0 yesterday afternoon
at Babson. Bob Ricard sccw . . t-c
.e-winner.(Suzie Haynes file photo)

The UNH women's tennis
team rebounded from their first
loss of the season, to handedly
defeat archriv~l UMass --7-2.
UNH didn't have as easy a time
as it appeared though, as five
of the nine matches were decided in the third set.
UNH took five of the six
singles matches, but not without
a struggle. Kathie Mullen defeated UMass' Laura Morgan
after dropping the first set, 36, 6-1, 6-3 at fifth singles, and
Jen Radden overcame a 5-2 third
set deficit, to defeat Diana
Bagiol, 3-6, 7-6 (8-6), 7-6 (74).
"Jen 's had so me extremely
toug h opponents a t second
singles . She 's h ad so me tough
m atches and has h ad to battle
, to win them," says head coach
Russ McCurdy.
McCurdy also had to have
been pleased with the play of
Chris Stanton, who easily defeated Jill Nesgis 6-1, 6-1, and
Jane Schleisman who remained
unbeaten for the v ' ar, with a

6-4, 6-2 victory over Laura
Bermier at the sixth singles.
UNH's number one singles
player Ami Walsh continued her
dominance of the New England
tennis scene, as she trounced
Chris Frazier, 6-1, 6-0, to remain
unheated for the year. Walsh's
6-0 record also includes a victory
at first singles against Darmouth last week, a school which
has a level of play which is head
and shoulders above all others
in the New England area.
"Believe it or not, Ami hasn't
even peaked as a player yet.
She's working up to her natural
level, and has been winning thus
far on her experience and by
playing smart tennis," says
McCurdy.
UNH won two of the three
doubles m atches on the day. All
three ma tches went to a third
set, but UNH's first and third
teams prevailed in the clutch.
At number one singles, Dianna
Fischer and Megan Reed re bounded from a poor first set

W.TENNIS, page 19

